YHA Manorbier

PRO-ACTIVE ADVENTURE Ltd
Manorbier is set on top of beautiful cliff tops
in Pembrokeshire, overlooking the Iris Sea. It
is a really fantastic location reached by a
private road from the nearby village. It is our
main operational centre with the YHA in
South West Wales. Here we specialise in
water sports however we do have a broad
selection of other activities on offer as well.
On site we have: Archery, BMX Biking, Bush
Craft and Team initiative Games. Just at the
bottom of the cliffs reached by steel staircase
is a lovely beach where we can join in Beach
Games, Kayak Surfing Rock Pooling and Coasteering.
The building has modern furnishings and is well
maintained throughout. There is a teachers kitchen on
a quiet room for pupil who may want to read or just
enjoy some time to themselves. There are 69 beds in
14 rooms, the building can be sectioned off and
secured if there are two or more schools in at a time,
however there is a communal games room if everyone
wants to socialise.

Time
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Arrive
BMX
Kayak Surfing
AM
Team/Beach Games
Coasteering
Depart
PM
Optional Extra
Optional Extra
Eve
This sample programme costs £165.00 pp including VAT, Evenings are an optional extra at
£7.10 pp. All activities are the same cost so are interchangeable with other activities from
our list. There is one free teacher place for every 10 pupils; remaining teachers do not pay
for activities, only accommodation and catering. Please contact us directly at Pro-Active to
discuss your specific programme needs.
Pre-visit site inspections are welcome so please call us to arrange one that suits you.
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